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l. Introduction. An important problem in the theory of higher
dimensional quasiconformal mappings is to characterize geometrically

those d.omains D in 8", the one point compactification of euclidean n-
space -8" , which can be mapped quasiconformally onto the unit ball B"
in .8" . The following rather implicit criterion appears to be the best result
known in this direction at present [6].

Theorem l. Suytposethat D isailomainin R" anilsugtltosethatfor
some neighbarhooil U of aD there erists a quasi,conformal mappi'ng f ol
DnU into B" suchthat l"f(r)l-'l as r-->aD in DllU. Then D is
quas,iconformally equiaalent to B" .

Theorem I can be localized as follows for the case when D is a Jordan
domain, that is, when ?D is homeomorphic to aB" , 16l and [3].

Theorem 2. Supposethat D isaloriland,oma'i,nin Rs and,suptgtose

that for each r e 0D there erists a neighborhood' U of r and, a quas'icon-

formatr mapping f of D fi U into Bs such that lf@)l --- | as y --> 0D

ån D i U . Then D is quasiconformall,y equiualent to Bs .

It seems likely that Theorem 2 is still true with 3 replaced by n,

throughout. However the proof given in [6] depends crucially on Ahlfors'
affirmative solution, when n - 2 , of the lifting conjecture for quasicon-

formal mappings [].
Conjecture. Ea,ch quasiconformal maplting f : R"---R" can be

ertend,eil to a quasiconformal mappi'ng g i R"*7 ---> nn+L .

Carleson has recently established this conjecture for n :3 [4], and
his proof suggests a method to settle the conjecture for all n 2 4 .

If we apply Theorem 2 and. Theorem 17.12 of [5], we obtain a simple
geometric condition sufficient to guarantee that a domain D in -Bs is
quasiconformally equivalent to Bs .
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C or o ll ary l. Suppose that D is a bound,ed, Jordan d,oma'i,n in Rs,
that D has a tangent plane T at each point of aD , and, that T is continuous
in aD . Then D is quasiconformally equi,ualent to Bs .

Unfortunately the example given below shows that this sufficient
condition is very far from being necessary. (See also [7].)

Example l. Ioreach n23 thereer'istsad,omain D in R" such
that D i,s quasi,conformally equiaalent to B" anil, such that D iloes not haae

a tangent plane at ang point of aD .

Proof. Let
H : {r : (frt,...,fi,): rn10},

let aH denote the usual imbedding of f,,-r in E" , and choose a sequence

of open (n-l)-balls B, in fc-l so that the E, are pairwise disjoint and
so that U, B, is dense in 1r-r . Next set

D: H u/u.p-'(.a,)),
\r. r'/'

where P denotes orthogonal projection of R into R*-r. Then the
argument in [8] or on page 462 of [3] shows that D is quasiconformally
equivalent to 8", while the fact that D is dense in R" implies lhat D
does not have a tangent plane at any point of its boundary.

On the other hand the following example shows that the geometric
hypotheses in Corollary I cannot be weakened significantly. (See also [f f].)

E x a m ple 2. Ior each n 2 3 there erists a bounil,ed, Jorilan d,omain
D i,n R" such that D has a tangent pl,ane T at each poi,nt of 0D , such that
T is conti,nuous at all but one po,i,nt of aD , anil such that D 'i,s Ttot quas'icon-

formally equiualent to B" .

Examples I and 2 show that there is no satisfactory way to charac-
terize the domains D in R" which are quasiconformally equivalent to
B" in terms of their tangential properties.

The purpose of this note is to establish the existence of the domain
mentioned in Example 2. The proof depends on an inequality, given in
Section S, between the (n- l)-modulus of a familyof curves in the boundary
and the n -modulus of a corresponding family in the interior of a ball or
half space.

2. Moduli 0f curve families. X'or q e [0 , oo) the normali,zed, q-

d,'i,mens'ional Hausdorff outer measure of a set ,E in R* is defined by

lim /tnr;
l-*0 \ ?

rrq(E) - a(q) 2-q dia fn,Y) ,
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where the infimum
with dia (E) < t

(r)

is taken over all countable coverings of E by sets E I
and" where

,(+)'a(q):6
If q is an integer in [ , n] and. T a q-dimensional hyperplane in -8" ,

tlnen trq I T coincides with the Lebesgue q-dimensional outer measure

moinT.
T" p ,q eU, oo) the q-d,imensi,onal' p-mod'ulus of a curve family f

in R" is defined as
f

MLQ) : inf J he d#c ,

Rfr

where the infimum is taken over all å in adm (-l-) , the collection of all
Borel functions h: R"->[0, co] such that frhd,s 2l for all locally
rectifiablecurves y * l. Oneoftenwrites M^f) for MiQ) and M(T)
tor MiQ).

We will need a symmetry principle for the moduli of curve farnilies,
namely the n-dimensional analogue of Lemma 3.3 in [S]. We take the
opportunity to establish here the following more general result by means

of a somewhat different argument.
Lemma l. Supposethat D'isanopenhal'f space'i,n R", that E and,

I are d,isjoint comgtact sets in -D 
, anil that E* and, Fx are the symmetric

'imagesof E anil T i,n aD. If It and, l, arethefamiliesof curaesioi'ning

E to I in D and, E U E* to X lJ F* 'i,n R" , respectiuely, then

M;tr; : , u;(r')(2)

(4)

Let e

for fr

itself

The proof depends upon the following result.
Lem ma 2. Supltosethat D, E, F, Tr_areasinLemmalandthat

f is the family of curaes joi,ning E to I in D . Then

(3) Mig) : M|(rt).
Proof . Since -l', C f , ib is sufficient to prove that

M;g)
denote the inner unit normal for aD , choose f e (0 , 1) , and set

f("): r +f dist(*,EUI)e
e nn and /(.o) - co . Then f is a homeomorphism of E" onto
and
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(5) (r-t) lr-yl S lf@ - f@)l < (r+t) lr-yl
forall r,yeR".

Choose geadm(.1-r) andsel h:(l+t)gof in R". Theneachlocally
rectifiable curve Z in "f contains a subcurve y' which / maps into
I, and

f na,J -J _J"

by (s). Tho" ; e adm (f) and 
tw'l

f (l +t)t fMig) < J noa*,5 ö J ooa*,
RN RN

Taking the infimum over all such g gives

fi +t\pMig) S O_rl"Mi(t),
and we obtain (4) by letting I -+ 0 .

Proof for Lemma l. Let ,, E" -*Eo d.enote reflection in 0D. Then
J-, and r(J'r) are separat'e subfamilies of J-, and

(6) tvrigr) > Milrl + MiQQt)) : 2 rri€tl .

Next let l- be as in Lemma 2, choose geadm(-l-) , and set å:gol
in R", where

fb\: [* if reD'
t r(r) if r e r(D) .

If 7 is a locally rectifiable curve in I, , then f(y) e.l' and

Iho'.lgils2r.v l0l

Hence h e adm (lr) ,

M;Q) s I hpitmn : { f a*^ * I for)ritm, t, I srilm,,
Rt D t(D't Rt

and taking the infimum over all such g yields

(7) tur[(r) <zrrxT)
The desired eonclusion then follows from (3), (6) and (7).
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3. An inequality. We 'establish next an inequality between the

moduli of two families of curves joining the same pair of disjoint continua.

Lemma 3. Suytposethat 2{m<n<o,that R* istheusual
i,mbeddi,ng of euclid,ean rt-space in E" , and, that E and, F are nonilegenerate

ilisjoint continua in E* . I! l, anil, l, are the famitri,es of curaes whi,ch

join E to I in R- and' R" , respecti'uely, then

(8) -2n I (';r#r')'"-n) -(ry!!'')''''-"' 12rn,

where p(q) : (I e(q) anil a(q) ds as in (r).
Proof. By performing a preliminary Möbius transformation, we may

&ssume that 0 e "E and that oo e -F . Arguing as in Lemma 3.5 of [8], we

can find continua Co and C, in ,R; such that aCo c E c Co, aCt c
F c C, and such that ,R : R* - (,CoU Cr) is an rz-dimensional ring

domain. Then S : R" - (n U -P) is an n-dimensional ring domain,

caP-(-R) : MIVI), caP,(B) : Mi(lr) ,

and (8) is equivalent to the inequality

(e) -2 n

To establish (9) set o:suP{lrl: reE\, b: inf{lrl : reF\'
Then by a well known estimate for the moduli of rings,

mod-(,R) S los 
^r-(: 

* ,),

where X^ is a constant which depends only on zz. (See [3], [5], [I2] and

ll4l.) If a <b, then fr and -n' are separated in -8" by the spherical ring

In this case,

T : {re&": e,

blog; : mod,(1')

mod-(,B) mod,(S)

If a ) ö, then (10) follows trivially since mod,(s) > 0 . x'rom estimates in

[2] it follows that log2 ],?*<2m, and we obtain the second half of (9)

from (10). The first half follows from interchanging the roles of m and n
in the above argument.

a,nd we obtain

(10)
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R, e m a r k. The hypothesis that E anil, I be connecteil, is essential,
in Lemma 3.

Proof. Let h: (0, l)-+ (0, oo) denote the Hausdorff measure func-
tion h(t) : (log (t/t))l-". Then

lim h(t)
l+0

By Theorem 4.4 in [16], there exists a compact linear set Z in the unit
ball B* c -B* such that E is of positive conformal capacity as a subset
of R* and such lhab E is of Hausdorff å-measnre zero. By Theorem 4.3
in [16], this last fact implies t}'at E is of zero conformal capacity as a
subset of Rn .

Let I : R- ,-, Bm, let rL and rz be as in Lemma B, and
denote the family of curves joining n to I' : R" ,n, 8,, in E"
each y in fz contains a subcurve y' in f; , and

IInQ'r) ) 0, MiV) < ailr'r1 : o

by known results relating extremal length and conformal capacity. (see,
for example, [0].) Hence inequality (8) cannot hotd in this case.

Corollary 2. Brytltosethat n23,that D isanopenballorhatf
space in R" , anil, that for j : 1,2, ... , E j and, n, are pa,i,rs of nonile-
generate ili,sjoi,nt continua 'i,n aD . If J]r,, anil, Ir,, are the famities of
clnaes joi,ning E, to X, i,n aD onil, i,n D , respecti,uel,y, anil if either

lim frti_lr(tr,) : o
t --+co

Mi,-l(f, ,1)@-t)t@-z)

(r"* +)-- :0

let f;
. Then

(11)

then

(12)

or limlVll(lr,)- 0,
j -*a

lim
i*a M;(lz,) v 

'

where c is a positiae constant which d,epenils onl,g an n .

Proof. By performing a preliminary Möbius transformation, we may
assume that

D : {r : (rt,...,n,): rn> O)

and that aD is the usual imbedding of E"-t in E, . If fs,i denotes the
familyof curves joining E, to F, in E", then

M:(lr,i) : 2 Mi(lz,i)
by Lemma l. I{ence
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by Lemma 3, a,nd (tl) implies (12) with

c : 2 f(n- l)(n-L)t(n-2t p(n)-t

f:
4. Proof for Example 2. For
[0,co) *(-1,0] by

f(t) : { 
al(cos (n a;3 t)

t o otherwise.

j : l, 2, ... , set aj : 4-j and- defi-ne

l) if te(ei,2a) forsome j,

Then / is continuously differentiable in (0, .o), l/(l)l {2tz in [0,@),
and.

(t3)

forall j.Let

lf '$)l d,t

(14) D : {r:(rt,...,tn): rn}f?)), ,:(4.+...+ fl-r)'t',
and let g , E, --..B" be any Möbius transformation for which g-'(q * D .

Then g(D) is a bounded Jordan domain, g(D) has a tangent plane ?
at each point of its boundary, and T is continuous except at the singlo
point g(0) .

To complete the proof it suffices to show that D , and hence g(D) ,

is not quasiconformally equivalent to B". X'or each y let

Bi : {re0D: re(a,,2a)}, Dj : {re0D: ref2ao,4al),
where r is as in (14). Next let J'r,, and Iz,; denote the families of curves
which join .8, to E,*, tn aD and in D, respectively.

To obtain an upper bound for Mi-lgL,) set å equal to the char-
acteristic function of B,. If y is a locally rectifiable curve in lr,i, then
7 contains a subcurve y' which lies, except for its endpoints, h Bt.
Henco with (13) we have

2oi

I
oj

!oo'
h e adm (J", ,i) , and

(r5) ai,-!(rr,) s Io*n-L
s.t ,o,

oj

where c, is a finite constant which depends only on n

l,
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To obtain a lower bound for Mi(|, ,) let

H : {r e (rr, ... ,fin): r,> 0) .

Then E,c aH and H c D . Let 1",1 denote the family of curves which
join E, to E,*1 in H. Then -l-r,, ) le,i, and since the Möbius trans-
formation k(r) : 4i-7 r maps .1r,, onto JTu,r, Ie obtain

(16) M:(rz,) > Lrivr,) : Mi€u,t) = cz,

where c, is a positive constant which depends only on n .

Now suppose there exists a K-quasiconformal mapping å which maps
D onto a ball D'. Then å has a hgmeomorphic extension å* which
maps äD onto OD' . Let, 1n,,. denote the family of curves which join E,
to D,n, in 87, and let li,, denote the image of lr,, under å*. Since
å is ,K-quasiconformal in D ,

(18)

(17) ltl(tr, i)
Next since D has a continuous
is an admissible boundary surface

M:-l(Tn,r)

by Theorem 2.23 in [9]. (See also [3] where (18) is derived with the factoo
rK replaced by y-2.) Since l+,ic lr,i and since each curve in /|:t,
contains a subcurve in lE,i, (18) implies that

(re) M:-lgi,j) < K rvr:_l(t,,) .

But (15), (16), (r7) and (19) imply that

Ui-!V;, i)(n-L)t(n-z)

tangent plane a,t each point of 8j , S,
for D and.

M:(rr, i)
: 0,

contradicting the conclusion of Corollary 2. Thus D is not quasiconformally
equivalent to a ball, and the proof is complete.
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